CHAPTER VI.

FUTURE LAND USE RECOMMENDATIONS

Economic Goal

Preserve existing jobs and encourage small scale and large
scale economic development where suitable\appropriate and
feasible to foster a diverse local economy.

Strategy 1 -

Encourage the prosperity and expansion of small businesses and farm
operations to preserve the area’s unique character and heritage, to
promote agriculture, recreation, and tourism for their related quality of
life and economic benefits, and to preserve the integrity of the town’s
visual landscape and scenic qualities.

Strategy 2 -

Encourage economic development in appropriate areas to encourage
employment opportunities for current and future residents.

Community Facility Goal

Strategy 3 -

Expand municipal services, recreation and/or park
opportunities where needed to address town and community
needs.

Prioritize municipal services, recreation areas and parks areas to identify
where additional resources or facilities are needed.

Transportation Goal Enhance traffic flow in congested areas and address parking needs.
Strategy 4 -

Determine parking solutions in business areas and congested areas\time
periods to alleviate congestion, to be used to improve traffic flow.

Strategy 5 -

Identify existing and potential recreation areas, trails and pathways to
locate needed recreation and support facilities.

Strategy 6 -

Examine the need for buoys establishing no wake zones, additional boat
launches, and public docks to identify potential marine related needs.

Strategy 7 -

Address town highway design and shoulder construction, regarding recent
trends in farm equipment toward heavier and wider machinery.

Physical Conditions Goal

Enhance and protect lake, creek and wetland water quality.

Strategy 8 -

Foster compliance with NYS Health guidelines and pursue funding
sources for municipal sewer services for waterfront businesses &
dwellings that discharge effluent into the river or lake.

Strategy 9 -

Weigh the density of development along the waterfront and other areas
that lack municipal sewer service.
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Strategy 10 - Use on-site soil types and their individual septic system placement
limitations to help ensure residential structures have adequately sized lots.
Scenic Resources Goal

Enhance and protect the priority character and scenic resource
areas throughout the town.

Strategy 11 - Foster compatible development and mitigate potential visual impacts
within priority character and scenic resource areas.
Land Use and
Buildings Goal

Foster development in suitable\appropriate areas that enhances town
and community character, quality of life and preserves property
values.

Strategy 12 - Encourage residential and business development in appropriate areas that
is harmonious with or adds to community character while promoting
compatibility between mixed uses.
Strategy 13 - Prioritize community areas and seek funding sources for municipal
services to foster appropriate development levels.
Strategy 14 - Protect and promote waterfront businesses, agricultural areas and farms
to ensure the character and scenic qualities of the waterfront, scenic
highways, and community corridor areas are preserved.
Strategy 15 - Encourage the restoration and protection of historically significant sites,
facilities and areas.
Strategy 16 - Ensure any necessary placement of tall structures occurs with as little
visual impact on the community as possible within the priority corridor
areas.
Strategy 17 - Consider and weigh the cumulative impact and safety implications of
converting seasonal homes to year-round use on the environment and the
demand for year-round services on private roads.
Strategy 18 - Protect agricultural areas, land and uses from incompatible uses such as
dense residential and other types that offer potential conflicts with farms.
Character Area Goal Preserve and enhance the priority character areas throughout the
Town by encouraging appropriate and compatible development in
scale and type.
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RECOMMENDED ACTIONS - IMPLEMENTATION STEPS

ACTION a: Update the zoning law and zoning district map to protect existing land uses and
encourage compatible development types to enhance the Town.
ACTION b: Catalogue and prioritize additional water and\or sewer projects, as well as
recreation and\or park needs to capture additional funding sources.
ACTION c: Examine commercial and any congested areas, determine their parking needs and
locate potential parking areas or other techniques for adding parking capacity.
ACTION d: Examine existing and potential recreation areas and trails throughout the Town, to
attempt to identify potential future projects and related needs in the community.
ACTION e:

Discuss farm equipment issue with Town Highway Superintendent for upcoming
Town road and shoulder projects.

ACTION f:

Consider issuing only the area variances that meet all the required tests, especially
where small lots have poor soils, unless sufficient lot area exists for adequate well
and on-site septic system treatment.

ACTION g: Draft suitable rural\historic character compatibility techniques including land use,
landscaping, lighting, signage, lot coverage and building placement, for possible
inclusion in the Zoning Law.
ACTION h: Update the zoning district map and zoning law to protect existing land uses and
encourage compatible development in scale, type and character to enhance the
community.
ACTION i:

Identify historic structures and landmarks to be incorporated in the SEQRA and
site plan review processes.

ACTION j:

Create a wind facilities law to address the visual, noise, and associated impacts of
industrial wind turbines and associated transmission facilities. The majority of
respondents to the 2011 Town of Lyme Wind Survey indicated they are opposed
to industrial wind development anywhere within the Town. (However, should
industrial wind development be considered in the future, the following restrictions
shall apply. (See the appendix for further details.))

ACTION k: Examine the trend of seasonal to year-round conversions along the
waterfront to try to quantify the impact on the residences and the Town.
ACTION l:

Weigh seasonal residence to year-round conversions in areas that have poor
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soils unless sufficient lot sizes are present for adequate on-site septic system
treatment, and where structures are located on private substandard roads that may
not provide adequate year-round access for emergency vehicles.
ACTION m: Incorporate appropriate zoning law amendments to include the Priority
Character Areas Overlay District within the zoning law.
ACTION n: Protect agricultural areas, land and uses from incompatible uses such as suburban
residential and other types that offer potential conflicts.
ACTION o: Incorporate appropriate zoning law amendments to include the Priority Character
Areas Overlay District within the zoning law.
ACTION p: Develop hamlet zoning district and zoning law amendments to address
community hamlet land use character and residential density.
ACTION q: Examine options for publicity regarding waterfront resources in the Town.
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Planning Project Considerations Introduction
The following Planning Project Considerations should be considered for use when reviewing
development or redevelopment projects, updating the zoning regulation review criteria used to
review projects, and establishing subdivision requirements which establish minimum standards
for lot creation, road design, and ultimately, the pattern of development for generations. They
are the product of extensive, open discussion and thought about how development can respect
the area and be shaped to complement the character of the Town, its neighborhoods and hamlets
and Village, and ultimately improve the quality of life for current and future residents.
Overall Town Planning Project Considerations
√

Future growth potential - explore funding opportunities to expand sewer and water districts
including local capacity. Identify appropriate areas within the Town and Hamlets for suitable
population and employment growth.
For example, appropriate areas for residential, commercial, or mixed use zoning districts should be
identified and established in order to enhance development opportunities, coordination and allow
services to be provided to reinforce such areas to locate additional growth. The area to the east of
Chaumont where several businesses are concentrated could be considered a business district.
Similarly, certain areas where housing is concentrated and appropriate should be considered for
establishment of residential zones, thus reinforcing and protecting such uses. This would also allow
appropriate services to be examined for feasibility. Also, areas with services could be targeted for
residential growth in suitable densities.

√

Attracting growth - foster appropriate development and infill opportunities that interconnect with
existing neighborhoods and business areas that improve the overall desirability and destination
quality of the Town.

√

Curb cut\access management shared driveway accesses and
internal access connections among
adjacent businesses are favored
over excessive numbers of
individual curb cuts with no
connections.

√

Promoting current businesses - as new projects occur, foster traffic and pedestrian connections to
existing business and residential areas and allow improvements that will improve existing business
competitiveness and enhance aesthetics.
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Drainage affects water quality - drainage facilities should be incorporated onsite and existing
drainage systems should be improved\upgraded or maintained to limit storm water impacts
downstream or on neighboring properties. Such drainage facilities should include detention and
retention, bank stabilization, and safe practices for snow removal and lawn care to keep particulates
and contaminants from draining into local water bodies.
For example, any substance within the watershed
which can be transported by water (e.g. detergents,
eroded soil, septic effluent, pesticides, & oil/road
dust) can eventually reach the lake and affect water
quality. It is not only shorelines uses, but activities
anywhere within a lake or stream’s watershed which
affect water quality.

√ Existing features – where existing
character features occur such as roadside trees,
stone walls, tree lines, fencerows (which often
have trees and fences of some kind), they
should preserved (or at least disturbed as little
as possible). Such features serve to retain the
rural character of roads.
√ Historic character street layout - consider
requiring new development areas to extend the
grid pattern with blocks and multiple connections
to maintain traffic flow and access.
For example, a lack of a
grid pattern can funnel too
much traffic from a side
road onto the main traffic
artery which often creates a
congestion point. However,
extending the grid pattern
allows flow from several
side roads at once, which
typically softens the overall
traffic impact.

original
not connected

inter-connected
grid pattern
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Historic building form & styles - Where appropriate, consider guidelines for historic compatibility
when new developments are proposed and when reuse of existing buildings and homes occurs.
For example, within historic
districts or areas with a
predominant style, form or scale,
new structures should be required
that echo the scale, style, form,
rhythm and character of the
neighborhood. Don’t put a one
story building in a three story block or a concrete-sided building on a street of wooden sided
buildings.
Consider consistency with size and materials whenever a new building is proposed, or
when renovations that could affect the appearance of an existing structure are proposed.

√

Mixed use buildings and projects - Compatibility
could include mixed use developments where feasible
to include the historic pattern of services\employment
centers with residences above or nearby, to allow
enhanced pedestrian opportunities and decreased
traffic congestion.
For example, interconnected mixed-use projects allow
pedestrians to live and walk to nearby work and
entertainment opportunities or to needed goods and
services without having to drive distances to do so.
This limits traffic congestion and parking demand.
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√ Building placement – Buildings should
be sited so that obstruction of important or
priority views from roadways, sidewalks,
and parks will be minimized. This can be
achieved by taking advantage of
topographic
changes
or
existing
vegetation.
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Residential Project Considerations
√

Building setbacks vs build-to lines - within the Town, rural setbacks should be set depending on the
prevalent pattern in the area, in some cases shallower build-to lines that maintain the small historic
front yard pattern with larger rear yards should be required to maintain historic residential and
business patterns close to the street. In less dense areas where primary buildings are further from the
road, larger setbacks could be maintained.

√

Highway frontage development, vs new roads\streets - strip development should be discouraged
where possible, to maintain traffic
carrying capacity of arterial and collector
streets. Therefore, new streets or local
streets should be used for new
development where feasible.
For example, lots that are created one at a
time along a main highway can slowly
alter the function of the arterial road. As
each fronting lot creates a subsequent
driveway access, it allows another
potential conflict point and reason that
traffic must slow down or face either an
oncoming automobile or exiting vehicle
that may be decelerating or accelerating
which ultimately affects traffic flow.

√

Clustering – clustering of businesses or
homes should be encouraged where
feasible to limit strip development and
allow open space character to be
preserved.
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Pedestrian scale or walkable to\from – where feasible, foster walkable projects that include
sidewalks and pedestrian paths, within walking distance from other destinations, and are in scale with
village businesses and residential areas.
For example, pedestrian scale typically balances pedestrian and vehicular needs while providing
comfortable environments for people to assemble and associate with others. Community design
should be human-scale with services within reasonable distance from one another. The following
standards are recommended: homes within ¼ to ½ mile of most services; elementary schools within
¼ to ½ mile of homes; parks within an eighth to ¼ mile of homes; downtown should provide a
balance of retail and commercial stores and services, e.g., hair salon, hardware store, pharmacy,
grocery/deli, restaurants, clothing, post office, library, town\village offices within ¼ to ½ mile of the
community center. Areas not being used by pedestrians should be assessed to determine possible
reasons for lack of use.

√

Soil Conditions influencing development patterns - based on existing soils, ensure projects address
individual septic and drainage issues to limit contamination and off-site impacts.

√

Dead-end streets vs loop streets - dead end streets should only be used to access a limited number of
homes (less than twenty), after which a second connection should be provided to an arterial or
collector road.
For example, if the single access became blocked by an accident or incident and an emergency
occurred in a subsequent house further up the single access road, getting to the 2nd emergency could
be delayed or even blocked off entirely for a period of time.

√

Hamlet and Village lot sizes, smaller vs larger - where feasible,
smaller lots should be required to maintain the historic residential and
business density with housing and business patterns close to the street
to maintain pedestrian scale development.

√

Cost effective services – Infill projects should be encouraged where
services exist, or where possible, municipal services should be laid
out in a compact manner to limit future maintenance costs.

√

Future infrastructure needs – Future infrastructure projects should
be encouraged to maximize the number of users and should be
located within desired growth areas.

√

Connections between developments – residential developments
should be connected by internal road to limit trips onto the main
traffic artery, also shared driveway accesses are favored over an
excessive number of curb cuts. Refer to the curb cut/access
management image.
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Preserve open space\sensitive lands Open space and sensitive lands can be
preserved by requiring the project to
identify and set aside such areas and
allowing smaller house lots in those
cases. This improved layout often leads
to a more marketable project, with open
space areas and trails often that can be
shared by the residents.
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Commercial Project Considerations
√

Connections between parking areas\developments & shared access, - developments should be
connected by street access or parking lot connectivity to limit trips onto the main traffic artery, also
shared driveway accesses are favored over an excessive number of curb cuts.

√

Lighting – Lighting should be used where
appropriate, however, over-lighting and excess
glare should be avoided, especially on
neighboring properties and the public roads.
Shielded or cutoff lights should be used to
minimize lighting spill-over.
For example, lighting should be controlled in
both height and intensity to maintain rural
character. Light levels at the lot line should not exceed 0.2 foot-candles, measured at ground level.
To achieve this, light fixtures should be fully shielded to prevent light shining beyond the lot lines
onto neighboring properties or roadways.

√

Building setbacks – Maintain current setbacks in business areas utilizing build-to lines.
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For example, setbacks often push new
buildings away from roads, fostering a
contrasting character and anti-pedestrian
pattern
than
historical
patterns
of
development. Build-to lines require buildings
to be placed closer to the street, allow parking
to the side and rear, and create a pedestrian
friendly streetscape.
√

Parking to the side or rear – the bulk of
parking areas should be smaller distinct areas
to the side or rear to allow closer building
placement to the street in order to maintain
community character, reinforce the visual
presence of building as opposed to parked
vehicles and the pattern of buildings along the
roadside.

√

Landscaping – appropriate landscaped buffering should be used to soften parking area edges and
buildings, including screening views between uses where needed and partially screen views of
parking areas from public roads.

√

Mixed use development – mixed use developments should be considered where feasible to include
the historic pattern of services\employment centers with residences above or nearby, to allow
enhanced pedestrian opportunities and decrease traffic congestion.

√

Pedestrian scale or walkable to\from - foster walkable projects with buildings near the street that
include sidewalks or pedestrian paths, are within walking distance from other destinations, and are in
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scale with village businesses and residential areas. See above description of pedestrian scale in the
overall considerations.

√

Business hours of operation - for offices or businesses locating near or within primarily residential
areas, consider compatible hours of operation (including hours that parking area lights are used).

√

Maximum building heights – consider building heights compatible with current Village business
and residential buildings to maintain historic patterns and community character.

√

Signage – Where appropriate, only adequately sized signs should be used (font and total sign size
based upon the speed limit), with a total size allowable limit to ensure efficient signage. Within
hamlet areas and slower speed limit zones, smaller, lower, and externally lit signs should be used.
Free standing signs should consider lower monument style. Internally lit signs should be constructed
to limit glare. Glare from all signage should be minimized. Except for directional signage, limiting
off premise signs along the Seaway Trail Scenic Byway should be considered.
For example, Saratoga Springs, New York, regulates
freestanding signage based on speed limit: downtown
area is limited to 12 feet in height, 12 square feet in
area; other districts within areas of slower speeds
such as those 44 mph and less, 12 feet in height and 24
square feet; district areas with speed limits of 45 mph
or greater, 20 feet in height and 40 square feet in size.
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Alternative Energy Project Considerations
As sustainable energy sources offer options for local energy production, local requirements for
such alternative energy projects should be developed. Similar to the above Planning Project
Considerations, the following considerations should be used when reviewing alternative energy
projects and\or updating the zoning regulation review criteria used to set standards for their
review. Alternative energy systems may have an impact on adjacent properties or neighborhood
aesthetics therefore municipalities should review their land use regulations to facilitate
opportunities for promoting renewable energy in a way that reflects community values and
planning. These considerations are designed to help shape a dialogue if alternative energy
regulations are contemplated by the Town.
Such solar and wind turbine requirements should address potential impacts to protect the
community, its long-term quality of life, and economic value. Currently the Town is not
considering allowing industrial wind turbines or additional transmission lines. However,
adequate standards should be put in place to protect the community from any future requests in
or near the Town.
√ Local Solar Energy Recommendation - Solar panels that create electricity from sunlight can
be placed on residential roof-tops, accessory buildings, or installed as free-standing, groundmounted structures. As solar energy systems may have impacts on adjacent properties or
neighborhoods, local solar energy standards should address the following types of installations:

Roof Mounted Panels
Consider a roof vertical projection standard
Bldg height limits – shouldn’t effect panels
Consider setting a maximum roof coverage

Ground Mounted Panels
Consider rear yard placement or within side yards if
setbacks can be met
Consider placement directly adjacent to building
Consider setbacks from rear and side lines
Consider a maximum height standard
Maximum lot area – proportion of lot size
Consider screening at the base of ground mounted
systems with short fencing pruned vegetation

Shading: some municipalities prohibit new structures and landscaping from shading existing solar
energy systems on adjacent lots which depend on exposure to the sun.
As part of a site plan review project – the review should consider the location, arrangement, size,
design and general site compatibility of proposed solar collectors.

√ Local Wind Turbine Recommendations – Wind turbines that create electricity from wind
can be constructed for distinct purposes: onsite use (residential, small business, or farm),
municipal or commercial. As wind turbines have impacts on adjacent areas, neighborhoods, and
the community at large, local turbine standards should address the following types of
installations (on the following page):
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Private\Small Wind Turbines

Industrial Wind Turbines

Typical height: less than 100 ft.
Capacity: less than 100 kW
Power use: for residential, small
businesses, or farm use onsite

Typical height: less than 500 ft.
Capacity: less than 5 Megawatts
Power use: commercial for sale
to the grid for profit

Private\Small Wind Turbine
Standards should address:

Industrial Wind Turbine
Standards should address:

Noise standard at property line

Noise standard at property line
and building for both audible and
low frequency
Safety setbacks from roads & Safety setbacks from roads &
buildings
buildings
Compatibility with nearby uses
Compatibility with nearby uses
Limit “ice throw” by moving blades Limit visual impacts in recognized
scenic priority areas with
adequate setbacks
Limit shadow flicker affects,
Limit “ice throw” by moving
blades
Falling tower concern - setbacks
Falling tower concern - setbacks
Adequate
setbacks
from:
buildings, off-site property lines,
wildlife roost and habitat areas,

Standard transmission lines
Typical height: 110 ft. or less
Capacity: 115 - 230 kV
Use: transmit industrial wind
project power to the grid

Transmission Line
Standards should address:
Routes set back away from
scenic highway corridors
Underground lines preferred
by the Town
Use existing corridors
Prefer underground
installation with no visual
impact.
Monopole or wood designs
have less visual impact than
least preferred steel lattice
Adequate setbacks from:
recognized scenic priority
areas

Recommended Industrial Wind Standards
The majority of respondents to the 2011 Town of Lyme Wind Survey indicated they are opposed
to industrial wind development anywhere within the Town of Lyme. However, should industrial
wind development be considered in the future, the survey results shall apply as they appear in the
attached appendix.
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Zoning Considerations
Town Plan additional recommended zoning considerations:
The existing zoning law has specific use regulations for mobile homes, shopping centers,
hotels\motels, mobile home parks, quarries, automobile service stations, junkyards, commercial
campgrounds, satellite receivers, recreational vehicles, swimming pools, single family dwellings,
RV parks, and cell towers.
-

Therefore, the Plan recommends the Town examine inclusion of additional
definitions where needed and specific use regulations for the following uses:
large retail,
small retail,
offices,
self storage facilities,
kennels,
multi-family residential,
boat storage & repair facilities,
marinas,
restaurants,
night clubs,
adult uses,
light industrial,
solar and wind energy facilities (personal, municipal, and industrial)

-

Plan also recommends a consideration of establishing a distinct Hamlet Zoning
District (To be applied in Three Mile Bay and perhaps Point Peninsula Villlage)

-

The plan also recommends the Town consider some larger business uses be
removed from the AR Zoning District into a Commercial or mixed use zone of
some kind to allow a businesses to flourish in certain appropriate areas such as
major intersections and perhaps a gateway zone for example.

-

The plan also recommends the establishment of the priority character area
identified on the Priority Character Areas Map of an overlay district that would
provide additional review criteria or guidelines for projects within that portion of
the Town.

-

Lastly, the plan recommends that home occupations be defined, and a set of
guidelines be established to allow the multitude of appropriate home occupations
to flourish and to ensure they have little or no impact on neighboring areas and
roads.
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